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UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND,

Baltimore, November 14, 1837.

DEAR SIR:

AT a meeting of the medical class of the University of Maryland, under

its original and perpetual charter to the Regents, Mr. James H. Murray,

chairman, and Mr. Bennett Neale, secretary, the following resolutions were

unanimously passed:

That Professor Samuel G. Baker, be requested to furnish for publication a

copy of his able and spirited Lecture, introductory to his course on Materia

Medica, and that the undersigned be appointed a committee to convey to

Professor Baker, the wishes of the class.

The performance of this pleasing duty imposed upon us with a partiality so

flattering, by the respectable body we represent, is peculiarly grateful, not

less from our high anticipations of the honour and usefulness which your

appointment will reflect on our much abused, but beloved University, than

from the warm personal regard which your private character has inspired.

Very respectfully yours,

N. W. H. MOORE,

B. NEALE, •

, B. O. MULLIKIN,

G. W. MILTENBERGER,

GEORGE C. OGLE.

To

Professor SAMUEL G. BAKER.



BALTIMORE, November 15,1837.

GENTLEMEN:

I cannot express to you my emotions 011 receiving your letter of yester-

day. I feel deeply gratified at your kind and flattering approval of my first

humble effort, and trust, that its imperfections may be regarded with the same

indulgence by the public as by yourselves, and the friends whom you repre-

sent. But it is the still kinder expression of your anticipations of benefit

resulting to the University from my services, that fills my bosom with feelings

of gratitude, which I know you can appreciate better than I can express.

For the old University, I inherited an ardent and devoted attachment which

has increased with every hour of my life, and the little assistance that I can

render to bring back the golden age of her prosperity, will be given with my

whole heart. I hope and trust, that another session will find us assembled

within her walls; but the manly support extended to us by the present medi-

cal class in the hour of difficulty, will ever cause the connection between us

to be remembered as one of the warmest personal friendship and esteem.

With sentiments of regard; I am yours,

SAMUEL G. BAKER.

To Messrs. N. W. H. MOORE,
BENNETT NEALE,

B. O. MULLIKIN,

G. W. MILTENBERGER,

GEORGE C. OGLE.



INTRODUCTORY LECTURE.

GENTLEMEN:

YEAR after year the medical classes of the
University of Maryland, have gathered together
from the various parts of our country, and in her
time-honoured halls have listened with delight to the
voice of genius and learning, pourtraying the princi-
ples of the noble profession they had chosen. This
venerable temple of science is regarded by them
with the same affection, and cherished with the same
feelings of endearment as the place of their birth or
the scenes of their early attachment. Under her
beautiful dome they have passed many hours of hap-
piness-the professional enthusiasm which was first
kindled there has ripened into a devotion which has
made their profession their delight. The true spirit of
philosophical investigation which was imparted there,
has given the impulse which has sealed the success
of their careers. Then there were friendships
formed, which not only imparted joy and happiness
to the arduous duties of study, but which, cemented
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in after life, have formed the brightest and sunniest
portions of their existence. While death has hush-
ed in its eternal silence the voices of many of the
beloved ministers of science at her altar, a strange
and wayward fortune has banished, for a season, the
survivors from her shrine. It is painful for us to see
those halls profaned, the feelings of veneration which
have grown up in our bosoms violated.

'Thou, the hall of my fathers, art gone to decay,
In thy once smiling garden, the hemlock and thistle,
Have choked up the rose which late bloomed in the way.'

You assemble this year in a new and strange
place. The faculty of medicine under the old char-
ter have boldly and fearlessly asserted their rights,
and in carrying out their determination to maintain
those rights, they have been compelled to seek else-
where than in the ancient castle, a 'local habitation.'
But however the outward dress may be changed,
the inward man is the same. The slight disadvan-
tage of situation and circumstance, will only stimu-
late them to additional effort, and I feel confident
that it will inspire in all of us a community of feeling
and exertion which shall ensure a mutually happy
and profitable termination of our labours.

Since the last winter the faculty has sustained a
serious loss. The University of Virginia has called
away your late eminent professor of Materia Medica.
That portion of his labours which has been assigned

. to one of your old preceptors, * you all know will be

* Richard Wilmot Hall, M. D. Professor of Obstetrics, Hygiene and Legal
Medicine.
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discharged with the same ability that has marked his
career in another department. The kind and partial
confidence of friends has imposed upon me the
honour of discharging the principal duties which he
performed with so much distinction to himself, and
satisfaction to you. Of the deep responsibilities
devolving upon this situation, I am fully conscious,
and in undertaking the duty of teaching so important
a branch of our science, I feel that it must be my
lot to encounter all the prejudices in favour of age
and experience. It will be well recollected, how-
ever, by the early participators in the struggles of

, the University, that this chair, alike with the others,
boasted at that time of no gray hairs to bring it reve-
rence. The energy and enterprise of its origin, the
brilliant success of its prosecution by men whose
careers have since become a part of their country's
history, serve as a bright beacon of encouragement
to those who are but just entering upon their profes-
SIOn. Let us all feel this encouragement. Young,
like yourselves, I rely with confidence upon your
generous judgment. I shall devote myself to the
work, and I feel that the faults and deficiences of
the ensuing winter, will be forgotten in the zeal and
honesty of purpose, which shall be manifested in the
promotion of your welfare.

The profession which you have selected, although
it has for its object, the noblest of all aims, the' relief
of human suffering; and as far as this end is attained,
must afford you rich sources of happiness, is beset
with painful difficulties, and harassing trials both in
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its study and practice. The student of medicine is
indeed very apt to fancy the management of disease,
a plain, certain, and unfailing series of successful
results, and buoyed up by confidence, looks only to
the joys of triumph. The physician, however, soon
feels forced upon him the painful conviction of
truth, that he is often, very often, unequal to the
contest. His eager eye watches with intensity every
change in the aspect of disease, it beams with delight
at each successful effort of his own and nature's, it is
fixed with sorrowful gaze upon each renewal at
violence from the destroying enemy-his mind now
wearied with anxious reflection, is braced again for
the struggle-his confidence now kindled, his des-
pair now confirmed, until the conflict is closed, and
death takes to his embrace, the object that has
excited every feeling of interest in his bosom.

But it is yours, both as student and physician, to
contemplate human life throughout its existence,
the victim of every painful malady. The new born
infant comes into being, sometimes inheriting from
parents the seeds of disease which will either cut
short the period or mar every pleasure of its life.
It may be so fortunate as to be free from any such
impurity, but the very air which it inhales for its
support, by one' rude breath may turn aside the
gentle current of its life-the sustenance which it
receives from its mother's bosom may convey a fatal
poison. It may escape unscathed, until it advances.
through youth and manhood, but at any hour one
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sudden change of the temperature of the atmosphere
by which it is surrounded, may awake a tumult of
inflammatory excitement in its veins which will ter-
minate in its rapid disorganization and destruc-
tion. Then from some strange mysterious cause, at
various periods of the history of the world some
unintelligible change in the constitution of that
atmosphere, some new addition to its material, has
given rise to epidemic infections, which have tra-
versed continent after continent, whelming like the
tornado in its sudden violence, millions who but
a moment before were in the quiet enjoyment of
perfect health. Still more strange, there have been
and there are among us poisons which not satisfied
with their own work of destruction, have conferred
upon every victim the power of propagating the
fatal contagion. The history of every country is

•marked by some gloomy page, where is the record
of these causes threatening utter entire desolation.
The history of almost every private family will carry

\
you back to a spot where are entombed, mayhap, the
father and mother, the brothers and sisters, all pre-
cipitated into the same grave, by the same fatal
breath of these demon poisons. Families oblite-
rated! affections torn! happiness prostrated!

It is to meet enemies like these, that you are to
prepare before you enlist under the banner of the
medical profession.

This is the dark and shaded portion of the pic-
ture which may pass unobserved by the casual

2
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spectator, but it is truth. You may ask, has it no
bright side? are there no light vivid scenes which
.are to compensate by their grateful happy tendency,
for the melancholy reminiscences we have dwelt
upon? Yes there are, and they are equally truth.
We have just contemplated human life, in its con-
stant liability to disease and suffering. You know
that these things must necessarily occur in the course
of events. But it is the proud position of your
profession to be looked up to, to stay their progress
or to arrest their violence. When everyone around
is trembling in uncertain timidity, when the sufferer
himself, however bold or courageous, is undone with
agony, when all is pain, grief, and trouble, you are
called upon to be the ministering angel of relief.
It is your step that listened for with anxiety, is at
last heard with delight. It is your .presence that
restores confidence to the timid friends, that is
greeted with joy by the patient as the harbinger of
a speedy restoration to health and comfort. Then

Iabove all, it is your proud gratification, after the
interposition of the means you have applied, to
retire blessed as the messenger of ease and happi-
ness, treasured in the most grateful recollections.
It will be yours to see the youthful mother racked
with the painful intensity of her emotions, at the
impending loss of her infant, to restore that infant to
her bosom, and to be rewarded by the gush of grati-
tude from the deepest fountain of her heart. It will
be yours to restore to the wife who has watched at
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the bedside, with woman's kind, tender devotion,
whose eye in spite of every effort at calmness has
filled with the big tear when she has thought of that
loneliest of all loneliness, to restore to her the be-
loved partner of her bosom. If there is a profession
or occupation in the world which can impart feelings
even allied to these in nobleness, purity or gran-
deur, I know it not. These are compensations, rich
compensations for all the sadness of defeat, all the
disappointments of failure.

Let us go back to the far past, and trace the mys-
terious origin of our science. There is no recorded
scroll to blazon it forth; it is for our own minds to
wonder in astonishment, with what singular feeling
the first serious case of disease was regarded, with
what rude efforts at cure it was met. Before the
first individual who made the attempt, there was one
unlimited field of vague experiment; with no star to
guide his path, it was almost the mere wandering of
chance-the hazard of the die. But he could not
fail to learn from the result of the first trial-from its
repetition he learned more-he was gradually led
from one to another effort-not he alone, but many
became enlisted in the investigation. Mutual com-
munications of their experience, enlarged their re-
sources, and a mass of facts became accumulated.
Time rolled on; the comparison of facts from so many
various sources developed new truths. There were
founded upon these, theories for more general appli-
cation, many of them false, many of them imagina-
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tion, but all of them containing some truth. There
is no doubt that superstition lent her fairy wand, to
call, into existence many whimsical notions, which
became insensibly incorporated with the most impor-
tant truths of our science, as they floated together
down the stream of time. The airy castles of imagi-
nation, which have been built upon some slender
foundation of reality, with here and there, a fair
stone in the building to give them a permanent ap-
pearance, have lasted only until some newly inspired
son of genius has bid them fall, to make room for
some fanciful conception of his own. Age after age,
has witnessed these vicissitudes of medical opinion,
nor has there ever failed to be derived from their
practical results, some useful information. The struc-
ture of the human body, as its knowledge became
gradually unfolded, before the untiring, far searching
investigation of man, was the cornerstone, and the
only corner stone for a proper superstruction of the
science of medicine. Since this knowledge has been
attained and perfected to a great degree, it has
brought with it a certainty and accuracy in our pro-
fession, to which we must otherwise, ever have been
strangers. The ideas entertained by the ancients of
the laws of our animal economy, must have been
rude indeed, when they established as an infallible
test of murder, that if after death, the body was
approached by the murderer, its wounds would
bleed afresh, or that a dangerous wound was best
treated by applying the salve with care to the weapon
that inflicted the mischief.
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In its latter days, medicine has become as far as it
can be a science of inductive philosophy, and it.seems
to me, that it would now be deteriorated equally by
the one extreme of a rigid scrutiny of facts, by
numerical investigation, whose value is at best, diffi-
cult to ascertain, or the other of establishing general
principles without a due regard to the evidence of
facts. The primary object in medical education, as
it is now conducted, is the acquisition of a perfect
knowledge of the structure of the human body.
The various ravages and alterations of that structure,
produced by disease, the symptoms to which they
give rise, the causes which have originated them, and
their remedial management naturally suggest them-
selves as the succeeding steps in our pursuit. But
last of all, it is the province of materia medica to fur-
nish the weapons by which this triumph over death
is to be achieved, to explain their nature, ~nd to
account for their effect upon the human system. It
will be my delightful task to accompany you in your
investigations in this unbounded region of know-
ledge.
If our curiosity was excited in conceiving how the

first individual surmounted the difficulties and doubts
which l!overed about his first effort to prescribe for
disease, how much is it increased, when we imagine
that it is probable that he ranged through all nature's
works; hesitating, which to employ of the various
agents offered to his choice. From some reason he
made a selection; there was no variety of complaint,
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or suffering which must not be met by some appro-
priate curative means. Each individual who pro-
claimed the virtues of a remedy, whose efficacy he
had experienced in his own case, every gossip, whose
greatest delight was to sound from door to door the
praises of some new article which was to dispense
with the necessity of every predecessor, were uncon-
sciously adding their mite to the formation of a
materia medica. It is easy to conceive how in this
way many articles have gained a remedial reputation
of which they were undeserving, and however short-
lived it may have been, they still serve to add intri-
cacy to the maze of confusion, in which the subse-
quent inquirer has been entangled. It has been his
task to undo what they have done, to pull down the
vast pile which they had reared; and to select from
it, the few materials of worth and value. The
rigid test of investigation, the accumulated experi-
ence of ages subjected to the careful analysis of truth
by powerful minds, has constructed for us a system
upon which you can place a firm reliance, when you
are called upon to exercise it at the bedside.

The animal, vegetable, and mineral kingdoms,
have all given rich contributions to this department
of our science. The investigating natur\1ist has
found in the most beautiful flowers of the field,
kind ministers to pain and suffering-he has dis-
covered in the most rank and poisonous weeds,
agents which require but the judicious guidance of
his hand to become the harmless restorers of health
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to the diseased body. But not satisfied with the
surface of the earth and the fertile power conferred
upon him by the various objects spread over it, he
has penetrated into its deep centre~he has hewn
its flinty vitals-he has brought to his aid the explo-
sive force of powder to sever its hard substance,
and in reward of his labour, he has banqueted upon
scenes dazzling with splendour the eye of the
admirer of nature, while the unlimited field of
useful resource they offered to his hand, have glad-
dened the heart of the philanthropist. He has found
there arrayed in rich associations the various metals,
earths and ores. The dull native sulphuret of mer-
cury, his magic wand has converted into the beauti-
ful, the admired quicksilver, which in its application
to the arts has become a dearly precious metal.
It is a trite maxim of philosophy to 'know thyself,'
and as thy appearance is a part of thyself, it is but
justice to admit, that in lending to the mirror its
power, it has become a most important auxiliary
to the promotion of self-knowledge. But he has
wrought this rude mass into another form Sleep-
ing in the calm repose of crystallized nature, these
materials were awakened, I may say, into being, to
give a new aspect to medic.al treatment. The dis-
covery of calomel has given to us unquestionably
the most efficacious agent we possess. Its reme-
dial history is a true picture of the tendency of
human nature to extremes. While it has been
the too fond resort of many, it has been the pro-
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scribed victim of the anathema of many more.
While at times it has been the petted child of
popular prejudice, at others, it has been banished
from all favour, involving in its own disgrace, every
friend and every advocate. But for one, my feeble
voice shall never hesitate, to pay the tribute of
justice due to the value of a friend, tried in the
hour of anxious danger, whatever may be the rant
or fashion of the day.

But lying in the same dark bed with mercury,
he has found the ores of arsenic, silver and copper.
They waited but the bidding of his master-spirit, to
lay aside the rude garb in which nature had invest-
ed them, to display at his will those active proper-
ties, which although they gave them the virulent
power to destroy, he has bent to the alleviation of
human suffering. These are but a few examples.
The earth has unbosomed to him all its richness,
and all that his eye admired, his hand grasped, or
his heart coveted, have been his.

But the boundaries of earth have been over-
stepped. His confident spirit has plunged even
into the sea. He has watched its raging surf-he
has gathered together the weeds it has deposited
on the shore-and vain and idle as his task might
seem to the ordinary mind, he has treasured, he
has analyzed them-to his eager eye they have
unfolded a new and a bright page in the annals
of his science. From these trifling materials, he
procured the iodine, whose value, known as it is to
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physicians by experience, will be appreciated by all
. mankind, when they learn that it has been a power-

ful, a successful agent in the eradication from the
human system of that most miserable evil ever en-
tailed upon it, the constitutional taint of scrofula.

The universal presence of the electric and galvanic
fluids, their vast importance and mighty power, no
sooner became known than they were added to his
quiver-subjected to his control, and applied to the
body, he has found them, if not a substitute for, at
least the most efficient excitant of the principle of
life itself. When the wearied existence of the
palsied victim has become to him a loathsome
burden, dragging out his tedious hours in helpless,
hopeless dependence, it has been his proud triumph
through the agency of these means, to call back the
vitality which was vanishing away-to bid the red
current to resume its wonted courses-to inspire
firmness and activity in the trembling tottering limbs
which failed to obey their master's will-to create
beauty where all was deformity and decay-to confer
buoyancy and happiness when all had been incon-
solable misery.

But the physician has not paused, satisfied with the
resources given him by these external things. He
has ventured to take from the living body that which
in health is the agent of its sustenance. When he
has seen his fellow man suffering from the painful
excitement of inflammatory fever, his brain the
sport of delirious fantasies-the organs of respira-

3
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tion 01' the heart itself, the theatre of its ruthless
destruction, he has robbed his system of the very
blood which circulates warmth and nourishment,
he has allowed the stream of life to flow away to
waste, until this agitation has been transformed into
calm, and the sufferer sinks away into a dreamy
forgetfulness, and wakes to feelings of ease and
relief. Familiarized as we all are, by habit to this
practice, we scarcely reflect on its intimidating diffi-
culties to its bold projector, and few have sympa-
thized with the feelings of the first man, who impelled
by the duty pointed out to him by the convictions
of his reason, trembling with excitement, dared to
tamper so far with all preconceived notions of life
and death. Should he fail, popular fury would fasten
its fangs upon him, and the grave or the mad-house
would close his career-should he succeed, it is
most probable that he would at once be regarded as
in league with the devil. It is said, with how much
truth and accuracy, I think there is certainly some
reason to doubt, that Podalirius, one of the two sons
of Esculapius, was the first individual who ventured
upon this experiment.

We have now looked rapidly over the fertile sources
from whence have emanated the remedial means of
medicine. Each succeeding age has remoulded them
to suit its own peculiar fancy. To take away a little.
here, to add a little there, and to alter a little every
where, has been the work of a moment. One short
stroke of the pen has wiped away from the record,
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the life-time labour of some by-gone veteran; and,
perhaps it is fortunate, that the pride and self-gratu-
lation of the innovators of to-day, are spared by death
from the mortification of witnessing the same disre-
gard paid to their own treasured opinions, their own
names buried in the same oblivion to which they
have consigned their predecessors. This contrariety
should not excite our astonishment when we consi-
der that the nature of the testimony upon this sub-
ject is uncertain, the various circumstances of time,
place and opportunity--individual constitutions,
whims, and peculiarities giving a thousand hues and
shadows to the truth in question. It has been the
fashion of some to cut short the difficulties of a
patient investigation of this matter, by presenting to
the student's attention only a few conspicuous impor-
tant medicines about which universal experience has
agreed. But I conceive it to be the duty of a teacher
of this branch of medicine, to present to your serious
regard, every article which he knows from reading
or practice to possess any remedial virtues. Each
article of the Materia Medica has properties which
give some identity to its character, and however
similar or nearly allied one may be to another, each
becomes a valuable addition to our strength. The
criminal negligence which would curtail the rich
resources with which nature has furnished us, cannot
be censured with too much acrimony. There is an
unfortunate disposition at present in some of the
teachers of this science to generalize too far-to
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write books which shall guide the traveller as if by
some magic path, to the goal of professional know-
ledge. Some have been prolific in this respect;
there is no subject in medicine upon which they
have not blazoned their names to the world at the
head of a collection of the observations, researches
and reflections, the fruit of the midnight toil, and the
daily labour of men of true original worth. They
are well designated by Washington Irving, as 'the
diligent getters up of miscellaneous works which
bustle off well with the trade-dipping into various
books, fluttering over the leaves of manuscripts, tak-
ing a morsel out of one, a morsel out of another,
line upon line, precept upon precept, here a little,
and there a little.' They are so perfectly eclectic
that they ensconce themselves in a perfect garb of
safety, by avoiding even the expression of their own
opinions. A doubtful insinuation, a disrespectful
slur upon the medicinal value of any preparation, is
substituted for a candid consideration of its title to
respect. As important as it is to be sceptical, I must
express the opinion, that the cry of 'false facts,' the
farrago of 'glorious uncertainty,' have served as a veil
to cover the shallowness of these who are eternally
ringing the changes upon these phrases. They have
been hiding places for ignorance or indolence.

When we cast our eyes back on this brief outline
of the action of the causes of disease upon our sys-
tem, on the vast resources with which we have been
provided to check and arrest their operation, our
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minds cannot fail to be impressed with admiring
astonishment, when we reflect, that there are but a
few elementary substances which enter into the com-
position alike of the living being, and the inanimate
object, alike of the earth on which we live, the vege-
tables on which we subsist, and the animals that sup-
ply our food. It is but a slight variation in the com-
bination of the same materials, which form alike the
poisons of disease, and the agents of remedy-
strangest of all, it is but another change in their
proportion which constitutes the matter of our own
bodies. How nearly are allied the materials of life
and death!

But if it will be pleasant for us to collect together
the materials of our profession, to labour together
in the fair fields of materia medica, how much more
will we be delighted .in the study of its application to
the animal economy. These agents are introduced
into the human body, and there follows a sudden
change in its phenomena. The mode by which this
result is produced has always constituted one of the
most interesting subjects of contemplation for medical
philosophy. Not only every class, but every indivi-
dual of each class brings about the successful termi-
nation we anticipate in its prescription by some
peculiar action of its own. It is the correct under-
standing of this matter that distinguishes the path of
the true son of our science, from that of the miserable
quacks, alike the licensed, and the unlicensed, 'who
groping in darkness precipitate their patients into'
the awful chasm of death, with all the careless indif-
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ference of ignorance. There is a happiness in the
life of a physician which richly repays him for every
moment of anxious doubt-when he feels conscious,
that he knows the remedy which is exactly adapted
to relieve the diseased condition. It is a pleasant
reflection, that the agent he has left behind him, in
his absence', is fulfilling with industrious certainty his
intentions. The smile of triumph lights up his brow
upon his return when the faithful execution of his
designs is manifest in the calm tranquillity of the late
sufferer. Ours is a profession in the exercise of
which there is constant food for reflection-the mind
will never tire in. dwelling upon the nature of dis-
ease until it is satisfied of the correctness of its con-
clusions, and upon every case, upon every varied
aspect it may assume, it performs the same active
duty. The physician whose life is spent in the phi-
losophical application of the principles of his science,
whose mind is devoting its energies to their compre-
hension, whose heart throbs with the warm impulses
of sympathy for his fellow man, must be happy.
There is every thing in his profession to ennoble and
elevate him. Let it be his lofty purpose to ennoble
and elevate his profession.

My friends,-it is with feelings of deep gratifica-
tion, that the faculty of the University of Maryland,
have witnessed the enthusiastic interest manifested
in the success of their cause by their fellow-citizens.
They have heard but one universal expression of
indignation at the history of the wrongs and out-
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rages they have received at the hands of those who
have usurped the government of their institution.
They have been sustained by one wide-spread sym-
pathy in the struggle for their rights in which they
have enlisted. You have all probably listened to
one of the venerable fathers" of this institution, in
his recital of its history. He now remains the soli-
tary survivor of those who gave it birth-his life has
been spent in professional toil-his reputation had
become one of the proudest pillars of the success of
the University-his name is identified with the
medical fame of his country abroad, and he is now
found driven from the offspring of his own creation,
which was returning to his old age the offices of
care and support, which it had received at his hands
in its infancy, driven by the rude intrusion of the
reckless violators of law, justice and decency.

Looking back to the origin of the University, you
see a few individuals, young in their profession,
unknown to the world, associating together to lay
the foundation of a school, whose only road to suc-
cess was a competition with its giant neighbour of
Philadelphia, sustained by the talent and experience
of its learned professors, and deservedly popular
from a successful operation for years long gone by.
In its progress you have seen those gentlemen de-
voting to this enterprise, their time and their talents,
and risking in its fate their humble fortunes. The
hours of painful anxiety spent by these young men

• Nathaniel Potter, M. D. Professor of the Theory and Practice of Medicine.
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who depended upon their professional exertions-
the bold and fearless devotion of their private means,
and the sacrifice of every personal consideration to
this one object, have all been forgotten in the ulti-
mate success which crowned their efforts. They
nursed this institution through its infant struggles,
they watched over its necessities, they administered
to its every want, and there were dark periods in its
early history, when no alternative seemed to present
itself but a confiscation of their individual properties.
It was in such a crisis of harassing anxiety, that
the liberality of the state legislature, interposed
between them and ruin, by extending to their relief
the privileges of lotteries. The noble generosity of
individuals, was not backward in lending its kind
assistance in their difficulties. They have recurred
with pride and gratitude to the memory of such
benefactors as John Eager Howard, Robert Oliver,
Robert Gilmor, Edward Gray, John and David
Hoffman. Among these gentlemen, those who are
now living are known to you all, as the liberal
patrons of the sciences and arts, ardently devoted to
the encouragement of the literature of their country.
The memory of those who are passed away, will
ever be cherished in the warmest regards of the
grateful heart of every true lover of science and
philanthropy.

During these troubles their building was erected.
It was in 1812. The war which shortly succeeded
involved them in pecuniary difficulties. Their lot-
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teries were unavailing, and they now became indebt-
ed to the state for a loan of money. It was then
the pride of Maryland to foster her institutions of
science-it was the noble aim of her legislators to
withhold nothing which could contribute to their

most brilliant success.
The embarrassments of their undertaking were

relieved in the universal prosperity which succeeded
that gloomy period of distress. The energy, enter-
prise and talent enlisted in their cause, now unen-
cumbered by the overwhelming difficulties it had
previously been their task to encounter, were des-
tined to a speedy attainment of the rich reward they
merited. From this time henceforward, their joyous
career of success was uninterrupted, and in 1825,
the University of Maryland boasted of a faculty
unsurpassed in talent, an edifice unequalled in
beauty and elegance" a class alike unrivalled in num-
bers, and attachment to the alma mater of their
choice. It was at this period, when reputation and
honour had perched upon the standard of those
who had entered the lists, obscure competitors for
the prize-when youth had grown to experience,
and obscurity to a fame that was the pride of the
whole continent, that the intruders came. Their
tendency was not less fatal than the visit of Burr to
Blennerhasset, as described by Mr. Wirt, when, 'in
the midst of all this peace, this innocent simplicity
and this tranquillity, this feast of the mind, this
pure banquet of the heart, the destroyer comes, he'

4
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comes to change this paradise into a hell.' The
board of trustees appointed in 1826, from the first
hour of their assumption of the government up to
the present period, have pursued a course of action,
crippling, maiming, staggering this institution, until
they have at last brought about the final catastro-
phe. There were gentlemen in the board of high,
honourable feelings, of lofty noble purpose, but one
by one, they have been banished from the council-
ostracised. There are those yet left who are re-
sponsible to their country, for the ruin in which they
have involved the object of their trust. A prosper-
ous, flourishing medical school, reduced literally to
non-existence by the petty unworthy intrigues of a
few individuals, either incompetent or indisposed to
judge of the wants of such an institution! Let the
stigma of reproach-the brand of censure forever
rest upon them.

The last four years of their administration have
been peculiarly marked by a series of measures, cal-
culated, and I believe, designed to render the posi-
tion of the Faculty of Medicine so unpleasant, as to
drive them to retirement. Acts have been passed
deeply affecting the vital interest of the institution,
not only without their consultation or advice, but
at direct variance with their often expressed opinions.
Some of these acts most obnoxious, most fatal to
their welfare, were not even officially communicated
to the professors, until discovered by accident at a
remote period from the time of their passage. Reso-
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lutions were passed, not only establishing as a crime,
the expression of their honest independent opinions,
but fixing as the punishment of that crime, their
expulsion from the University. Individuals were
appointed to stations, contrary to their expressed
wishes, and in one instance, where the trial of a
winter made apparent the extreme unpopularity of
their appointment, the students were compelled by
law to take a ticket, to which while it was left t,o their
choice, they had evinced so palpable a disinclination.
A respectful remonstrance from the class, to consult
whose interests this board was alone ever appointed,
was treated with contempt. Memorial after memo-
rial was presented by the Faculty, but every new
communication seemed to be regarded only with
additional indifference. So far from being guided
by a candid consideration of the views of the medi-
cal gentlemen, these few master spirits of faction,
admitting into their secret conclave an inferior offi-
cer* of the school, whose pliancy adapted him to
any service, gravely and deliberately planned an
entire revolution in the organization of the medical
department, without even suggesting such an inten-
tion to those who were so deeply interested. Every
new meeting of the Trustees gave birth to some new
monster of high-handed interference. The point
now arrived when forbearance ceased to be a virtue.
The feelings of their students alienated-their own

• Dr. Baxley, then Demonstrator, since appointed to the Chair of Anatomy
in the Trustee school.
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interests wantonly disregarded, they saw the fond
idol of their hearts about to fall a victim to this
untiring system of persecution and intrigue. They
resigned the chairs which they held under the
trustees.
It has been the choice of some upon reviewing

this history to censure the Faculty in their first sub-
mission to a board of trustees, whose appointment
they regarded as unconstitutional and illegal. They
asserted at that time such a belief, and they were
sustained by the opinions of the most distinguished
lawyers in America. 'Why then, we are asked, did
they accept office under the usurping party? They
knew that from a legal contest would necessarily
result the loss of a large body of their students,
their families were to be supported, and they felt
willing, rather than to incur the serious responsibili-
ties of the alternative to throw themselves with con-
fidence upon the honour and integrity of the new
board. 'The heart unconscious of design itself sus-
pects it not in others.' Knowing no motive which
could influence this body to war against their inte-
rests, they confidently hoped, that the even current
of their success would still flow on. You all know
the bitter disappointment of those hopes.

Under the Regent's perpetual charter of 1812,
they never have resigned. Any law which the state
might pass impairing the sacred obligations of this
charter, would directly violate the privileges gua-
ranteed to every citizen by the Constitution of the
United States. Similar violations by other states in
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past times have been pronounced unconstitutional by
the supreme judicial tribunal of our country. The
act of 1825, which created the present trustees is a
direct violation of the original contract of 1812. If it
was unconstitutional in 1825, it cannot have become
constitutional by any subsequent occurrence, except
the alteration of that sacred document, the consti-
tution itself.
It is under that old charter that the present Faculty

is organized. Shielding themselves under the sanc-
tity of chartered rights, confident of the ability and
willingness of the judicial tribunals of the state to
preserve those rights sacred, they will never shrink
from the maintenance of the position they have
assumed. On the other hand it is the unholy pur-
pose of their opponents to rob our institutions of
their permanence; and by forfeiting the plighted
faith of our state, the tendency of their doctrines
must inevitably be to make of society a wreck of
which he shall be the lord who can exercise the
greatest power. Well then might we unite in the
lament of Ossian. 'Why dost thou build the tem-
ple f son of the winged days! thou lookest from thy
tower to-day; yet a few years, and the blast of the
desert comes; it howls in thy empty courts.'

There are melancholy reminiscences in the history
of the Faculty of the University, to which I have
not alluded. But I feel neither the disposition to do
the injustice, nor the inclination to pass them by
unnoticed. Besides the founders who after a life of
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honour, have been gathered to their graves, leaving
their names to be treasured forever in the proudest
niche at the altar of memory, it has numbered among
its members a host of eminent and distinguished
gentlemen. The brilliant succession of talent, learn-
ing and eloquence which has occupied the depart-
ment of anatomy, can never be forgotten by those
whose fortunate destiny guided them to the study of
our profession in Baltimore. Pattison, Wells, Lin-
coln, and Geddings are names known throughout the
world of science, but to the alumni of the University
of Maryland, they are additionally endured as among
the brightest jewels of her reputation. The career
of Dr. W·ells, as it flashed upon us with the brilliance
of the meteor, was extinguished with the same sud-
den rapidity. He had just found a home in Balti-
more, congenial to the noble feelings of his heart;
she had found in him an adopted son, in whose fame
she felt true cause of glory. But disease and death
seem ever to select for their embrace the world's
favourites-with jealous, avaricious grasp, they pluck
the richest fruit, they bid the fairest flower the
soonest die.

He's gane! He's gane!
Ah! drap the saut tear on his urn
The light again will ne'er return

That cheered ye a' ;
The fire that bleiz'd nae mair will burn

In yonder ha' !

It was a malady of another kind that deprived us
of our Geddings. He was driven from us by the
unkind, ungenerous, and unjust course pursued by
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the present Board of Trustees. As illiberal as they
were to all, they were particularly so to him, in
assuming the guise of a morbid attachment to the
native talents of our own city, in proclaiming openly
a discontent, which could only spring from that
miserable, contracted, illiberal spirit which would
drive from our bosom the talented sons of other
states and countries. But their feeble efforts shall
never tarnish his reputation. Beloved for his kind
and generous soul--respected for his unrivalled
acquirements in science, he has left behind him
friends to whom his character will be forever dear.
Let his native state cherish him as one of her richest
ornaments-it will ever be our pride that we have
taught her how to appreciate him.

But although the University has been the child of
misfortune, these glorious stars, one by oney-gone
out from her firmament) there are those yet left
which shall shine upon the path of the aspirant to
medical honour and distinction. There is one fixed
star, which has, does now, and I trust will long con-
tinue its uniform, unchanging position in our sky. It
is indeed the fixed star of surgery, the origin of its
own light-the sun of its own system. The inven-
tive genius that has carved out for itself a new track,
establishing for its successors a plaiI1,..and simple
course, wherein no man can go astray, has well
earned for the professor of surgery, * the laurels of
honour that have been placed upon his brow.

* Nathan R. Smith, M. D.
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Let us then look forward to the recurrence of

better days. The struggle in which we are enlisted,
must be short-lived. The proper time for the pro-
ceedings of justice, will I solemnly believe, be the
only further interval of your absence from your
venerated seat of learning. In the meanwhile, the
alumni of the school, distributed over this whole
continent, are not looking with cold indifference
upon the troubles of their beloved alma mater. No!
the warm and honorable impulses of their hearts will
lead to action that shall be felt, and our old Univer-
sity shall soon be restored to the halcyon days of her
prosperity. I could not express for her a more
fervent prayer, than by saying; would that the
talents, the virtues, the nobleness of thy founders, be
inherited by all thy future champions! Then,

-:.>--~ 'Happy thy sun emerging yet may shine,
Thee to irradiate with meridian ray;
Hours splendid as the past, may still be thine,
And bless thy future, as tby former day.'


